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Executive summary
The current document approaches three interconnected topics regarding fact-checkers
and their use of technological and methodological solutions.
Firstly, it goes through a user-research effort conducted on Dutch/Flemish fact-checkers
focusing on their workflows, and where their current methodological and technological
needs stand. This includes a general survey, a set of individual interviews, and a design
thinking workshop. The outcome is an improved comprehension of the fact-checking
process, and the challenges and needs particular to this context.
Secondly, we develop a research method aimed at the identification of online
manipulation efforts and how to detect if a given false narrative, claim, or social media
post is part of a disinformation campaign or not.
Finally, we propose a few technical tool ideas that focus on the feedback from
fact-checkers, and detail their development challenges and goals.
This document thus serves as both an analysis of fact-checkers’ needs but also as an effort
to address those needs where technological or methodological solutions can assist.
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Introduction
The present document is developed under the scope of the BENEDMO1 hub, a
Flemish-Dutch group of scientists, fact checkers, and media organisations that focuses on
the prevention and counteraction of online disinformation in Flanders and the
Netherlands and falls under the European Digital Media Observatory (EDMO)2 umbrella, a
European Union wide initiative with many such language and geographical hubs. Further,
this document fits into Activity 2 of the BENEDMO hub – Methods and tools for countering
disinformation – and corresponds to the deliverable 2.1 which sets off the rest of the
activity by setting down some of the initial understandings and goals within the
participants of the activity, namely: Bellingcat (BELL), the leader of this activity, and the
participants The Netherlands Institute for Sound & Vision (NISV),
University of Amsterdam (UvA), University of Leiden (LEI), Flemish Public Broadcasting
Organisation (VRT), KU Leuven (KU), Textgain (TEXT), and Algemeen Nederlands
Persbureau (ANP).
We set out with the purpose of getting a better understanding of the Flemish-Dutch
fact-checking context so we can build knowledge bridges between fact-checkers and
positively impact the way fact-checking work is conducted both within the BENEDMO hub
but also more broadly in other EDMO hubs and internationally, with a focus on improving
tools and methods as well as making them easily available and usable by a wider variety of
fact-checkers, journalists, and the general public.
The goals of this document include: contextualising the role of fact-checking in the
Flemish-Dutch online infosphere while understanding the specific needs of fact-checkers
working in that environment; documenting research into best practices in the
fact-checking process and relaying those findings to other journalists and fact-checkers so
they can bring them into their daily tasks; and identifying and developing technological
solutions that can have a positive impact on the fact-checking process. We have split this
document into three corresponding sections.
In section Fact-checking user research, we go over the methodology used to study and
understand the fact-checking workflow, tools used, along with the needs and desires of
Flemish-Dutch fact-checkers.
In the section Research method, we focus on looking into methods and tools relevant for
disclosing emerging online disinformation campaigns, and how that process interacts with
the previously identified fact-checker experience and needs.
1
2

https://benedmo.eu/english/
https://edmo.eu/
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In the section Tools development, we go over our initial tool proposals that come from our
research and discussions with stakeholders, the development plan, and the integrations
we envision for these tools.
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Fact-checking user research
Methodology
In order to better understand both the fact-checking process as well as the needs of
fact-checkers themselves, we conducted a three-pronged user research method that
consisted of an online survey, individual interviews with fact-checkers, and a design
workshop with fact-checkers, all within the Flemish-Dutch context. This section describes
the context under which each of these was conducted, and the results obtained.

Online survey
We first conducted an online survey in a pool of Netherlands-based and Flanders-based
fact-checkers meant to form a view of how they work, what their struggles are, where and
how they spend their time, the type of tools they are aware of and use, and the skills and
technical knowledge they have acquired through formal training. In total, we received 12
responses from at least five of the most important media organisations in the
Dutch/Flemish context. From this sample, we extracted the following learnings.
Struggles
The two consistently harder tasks identified in the fact-checking workflow are: 1)
evaluating the veracity of a claim and sourcing evidence for that - what can be described
as the core fact-checking task; and 2) finding claims to check - a challenge closely related
to the amount of claims circulating the internet and to their relative relevance.
Evaluating the veracity of a claim and sourcing evidence
Depending on the topics and contexts that the claim covers, this task might be performed
via very diverse methods and tools, and also require more traditional journalistic methods
like contacting experts. In the next phases of the user research we try to get a better
understanding of the fact-checker's personal view on common tasks and knowledge that
can be abstracted into tools or methods. Based on survey responses, we see that there are
diverse training backgrounds (see Training below) as well as a lot of interest in learning
about new research topics which is a positive sign for the tasks of generalisation and
communication of new tools and methods, the application of which constitutes the largest
part of this task.

Finding claims to check
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A lot of different solutions are currently applied to the challenge of finding claims to check:
7/12 respondents directly search for misinformation on social media; social media
listening tools (such as FactRank) are regularly used by 3/12, and also never used by 3/12
respondents, while others report occasional use; encountering misinformation in the
course of other activities is a non-negligible approach, with 6/12 people saying they
sometimes find claims like this, 3 saying they find it often, while another 3 say they rarely
do; another source of claims are questions and tips from the public which 7/12
respondents claim to happen occasionally, and 3 often.
Training
Only 8 out of 12 respondents have received training on fact-checking and open source
intelligence techniques, the majority of those having received training in the more
fundamental skills such as online searches, geolocation, content archiving, and satellite
services. Less than four have received training on social media monitoring,
chronolocation, and how to create passive research accounts. Almost none of the
respondents has had training on topics regarding emerging social media platforms like
telegram (only 2 respondents) and tiktok (none), as well as alternative social media
platforms like Gab, Parler, 4chan, and others (none) where disinformation takes hold more
easily due to lack of content rules and moderation.
11/12 respondents specified that they have a desire to obtain training in at least one of the
aforementioned topics. A clear interest in the area of emerging and alternative social
media stands out. Indeed, 8 of these eleven showed interest in receiving training on
Telegram and on Alternative Social Networks, and 7 on Tiktok. 8 were also interested in
Digital Footprint Tracing (how to trace online identity breadcrumbs), 6 on Verification and
Social Media Monitoring, and between 3 and 4 had an interest in the remaining topics
(geolocation, and maps & satellite services).
Other learnings
Additional learnings include:
1. A fact-checker spends an average of one day on each fact-check, though in certain
newsrooms or contexts, fact-checkers can spend up to two days.
2. Most respondents (11/12) spend more than half of their research time on online
research, of which 5 spend more than two-thirds. The online research component
surpasses more traditional journalistic methods in fact-checks across all
respondents.
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On top of the above, the survey allowed us to share a common perception of the
fact-checking workflow which will complement the definition presented in Fact-checking
workflow and its challenges.

Individual interviews
Using the survey results as a starting point, we conducted four individual interviews with
respondents from the survey, each took approximately 40 minutes with one interviewer
and one note taker. The conversation covered: a background introduction of the
fact-checker; two cases of recent fact-checks conducted, one successful and one
unsuccessful; and a discussion of tools usage, namely examples of useful tools and tools
that were not adopted by the interviewee.
Below, we go through a number of learnings which originated from these interviews.
Although some were shared by more than one fact-checker it does not make sense to
generalise from such individual opinions. Nonetheless, not only did some of these
discussions reveal new aspects and challenges of the fact-checking process but they also
served as a prompt for further discussion with fact-checking stakeholders.
The fact-checker role
“Fact-checker” is a relatively new role and people working in this position don’t
necessarily have a highly specialised background, rather they come from a combination of
traditional journalism (in opposition to online journalism and open source investigators)
as well as other technical backgrounds not necessarily related to the media environment.
This variety, interviewees claim, is beneficial as it promotes a diversity of lenses on how to
look at and tackle a claim, and it also allows previous and ongoing specialisation in
specific topics to benefit the fact-checking work - take the example of a fact-checker with a
background in biomedical sciences who is likely more prepared to do research into
covid-19 related misinformation. Additionally, Open Source Research skills which come
into play in a lot of these online investigations and claim debunks are developed while
already working on real problems, whether more formally through training. They are
acquired more dynamically from colleagues, or through self-taught approaches. Indeed,
this becomes more of an inevitability considering the constantly evolving nature of the
internet and tech landscape, be it in ways to produce or disseminate information.
Finding claims to check
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Although tools like FactRank3 reportedly assist Flemish-Dutch fact-checkers in their search
for claims to debunk, especially as they offload the professionals of having to follow up
news more closely, the challenge in finding claims to check is not so much encountering
claims but rather prioritising them. Interviewees report personal strategies for finding
claims like browsing social media - under the assumption that if a false claim appears on
their feeds it means it has already breached into the mainstream online discourse - and
other sources include direct feedback from people via Twitter, email, personal contacts.
The triaging of claims is a semi-informed decision in terms of the virality and impact a
claim has had and is expected to have, since only the personal perception is taken into
account rather than a comparative approach across different claims. Indeed, gut-feeling is
still a big decision factor when it comes to choosing which claim to check, considering
there is no time for checking all of them. At the same time, this status quo also indicates a
niche for claim discovery tools, augmentations to FactRank, and prioritisation techniques.
Has it been fact-checked already?
A lot of media entities, geographically or linguistically disparate, look into potential fake
claims on a daily basis, one of the challenges then is precisely knowing if a given claim has
already been checked by another media organisation. The different interviews showed a
varied level of approaches here, though one common pattern was the use of Google Fact
Check Tools4 which should work on fact-checking platforms that abide by the
ClaimReview5 tagging system. Since not all fact-checks are published under that format,
other methods like search engine searches for the debunked claim and Twitter searches
are still used to ensure work is not being duplicated. Interviewees also report that the
publishing process of a new claim debunk can take up to 3 weeks, meaning that faster
editorial groups might publish sooner and still lead to duplication of work.
Tools
Interviewees report that tools are an essential part of the fact-checking process, with a
minority of tools and techniques representing the majority of time spent employing them.
Most tools adopted are web and browser based, with few exceptions for tools like google
earth which requires local installation. Some interviewees report the discovery of new
tools happens mostly via word-of-mouth communication with colleagues, and that they
won’t invest in learning a new tool unless there is a strong indicator that they will get good
results and not face technical issues and poor user experience.

3

https://factrank.org/
https://toolbox.google.com/factcheck/explorer
5
https://www.claimreviewproject.com
4
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Reach
A final challenge that came up during the interviews is the impact of a fact-check and the
strategies to maximise it. In essence, a fact-check is a confrontation between a claim and
verifiable reality, and when there is a mismatch between what is claimed and what can be
demonstrated as real, the question of how to communicate the debunked claim is next.
Avid readers of media fact-checks will probably be the ones less benefited by new
fact-checks coming up, and the challenge identified is how to break the information
bubble and reach those for whom the false claim is not seen as such. This need to increase
the reach of a fact-check remains, and so does a challenge both for academics as for
practitioners: once a claim is debunked, how to reach the people that believed the false
claim in the first place and also increase the effectiveness of the fact-check itself?

Design workshop
The final step of our user research process was a design workshop with three fact-checkers
and the intention to confront and combine their views in order to understand more about
the fact-checking workflow. The workshop was online and facilitated by a user-researcher,
using the Miro tool to allow participants to have a collaborative canvas.
The workshop consisted of approximately 90 minutes of collaborative work where
participants were guided through the identified fact-checking workflow steps (see
Fact-checking workflow and its challenges). For each step, the participants identified
atomic actions and processes they follow to advance to the next step. Simultaneously,
participants discussed and brought up pain points, wishes, and opportunities. These
discussions were intentionally aimed at thinking of tools and methods to develop. The
result of those tool ideas was combined with previous learnings, and discussed with other
EDMO stakeholders and they strongly influenced the list of proposed tools in section Tools
development.
Fact-checking workflow and its challenges
Combining the learnings from previous sections we now identify and define six steps in the
fact-checking workflow. These steps are intended to facilitate the discourse over what
issues and needs arise from the start to the end of a fact-check.

1. Finding claims to check
The first step is uncovering claims that ideally are suitable for a fact check. Some of the
common ways to find or come across claims include:
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● Using social listening tools like FactRank, TweetDeck6, CrowdTangle7, Trendolizer8,
or OSOME’s Trends Tool9
● Individually consuming social media, newspapers, television programs, and
political speeches
● Input from readers and editors - via social media, email inboxes, online forms
● Organically in the course of other activities
Reported challenges from the user research:
● Lack of access to closed social media channels such as private groups on
WhatsApp, Facebook, Telegram, and others
● Danger of bias exists when a fact-checker starts digging more into a topic and the
content that keeps popping up is biased towards that topic rather than others
which could be more pressing and important
● Monitoring some social media like TikTok or Telegram that are not
research-friendly and where searching over large amounts of data is not an easy
task
● Keeping up with emerging social media platforms gaining a lot of traction due to
the Russian invasion of Ukraine like Telegram, or more recent cases of alternative
social media like Gettr or TruthSocial associated with American conservative
parties that usually are a breeding ground for false information which then makes
its way to more conventional social media platforms
● Online content that has evolved from mainly text-based to using other types of
media content such as images, GIFs, videos, and more; this type of non-textual
content makes it harder to perform searches and identify the spread of information
in non-textual format
● Some tools and platforms assist in the discovery of trending topics or hashtags but
these suggestions are not easy to translate into checkable claims as a topic is not
really representative of a claim (a trending topic can be trending due to a mix of
false as well as truthful information)

2. Evaluating newsworthiness and suitability for fact-checking
Having access to a number of claims that can be fact-checked, the next step is ranking
them or, at least, picking a claim or claims to check. Although fact-checkers can devise a
list of factors to look out for when evaluating the newsworthiness it is not always possible
to numerically compare two claims, as comparing some of these factors requires a level of
6

https://tweetdeck.twitter.com/
https://www.crowdtangle.com/
8
http://trendolizer.com/
9
https://osome.iu.edu/tools/trends
7
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access to platforms which is virtually impossible given their number and specific access
challenges. Nevertheless, the identified factors include:
● Virality: how likely is it for the claim to be seen by someone? How many people has
it reached?
● Spread: how many platforms has this claim reached? How many different contexts
and cultural bubbles has it permeated?
● Weighted Spread: a definition of Spread which takes the fringe/mainstream nature
of the platforms and contexts into account.
● Urgency: how dangerous is the claim? (Donald Trump’s hint that bleach could be
used to prevent a covid-19 infection, leading people to drink it, is a clear example of
high urgency)
● Trend: how have the above factors evolved over time? Is the impact of the narrative
growing or decreasing? Has the virality peaked?
● Impact of debunk: does a fact-check of a claim contribute new insights to the
readers beyond this one case? Will they be more prepared to interpret related
claims in the near future?
● Other factors like speech toxicity and aggressiveness can also be taken into
account though they do not influence the newsworthiness in the same amount as
the other factors.
Not all claims are suitable for online verification, or maybe not in a realistic amount of
time for a particular investigator or news room. The complexity of the investigation should
then also be included in the decision process of newsworthiness evaluation.

3. Evaluating veracity of claims and sourcing evidence
Described by fact-checkers as the most time-consuming task of the process, this step is
where the investigation itself happens. Besides the identification of evidence to prove or
disprove a claim and thus reaching a conclusion that is presentable to the public, this step
can be further broken into subtasks that are often required such as:
● Ensuring the research techniques used are replicable and understandable including documenting the evidence found through screengrabs and archiving
online content through services like archive.org
● Identifying the original post that triggered the claim - also known as the
patient-zero problem - as a given claim seen on a website or platform might easily
be taken from other social media platforms, even from another type of media like
videos and images. This step is useful not just for understanding the narrative but
also to identify the original culprit and eventually show continued patterns of
disinformation in a particular source
This project has received funding from the European Union
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● In line with the previous point, fact-checkers may also try to identify the parties
responsible for spreading a false claim, knowledge that can be useful to uncover an
agenda or simply to raise awareness of malicious actors
● Adapting to a new context: although the overall fact-checking approach is not
radically different from one claim to another, the claim’s context might require the
investigators to use a new set of methods and tools with which they are not
familiar. Not only does this weigh on the outcome of the task, as the exploration of
new tools has been reported to only happen if it can be done within a couple of
days, but it also puts pressure on the investigator to constantly adapt to new
challenges and topics which, when it happens, is a great driving force. It can also be
a limiting factor as unreal expectations about investigators time and availability
should not be a given. On top of this, there can also be a methodological bias
wherein a researcher is more familiar with approaches that do not necessarily yield
the best results
● Knowing when to stop: deciding when the sourced evidence is enough for the goals
they are pursuing might not be straightforward since many of these investigations
are very open-ended and tasks like properly geolocating or chronolocating an
image need enough depth and clarity for the audience to individually arrive at the
same conclusions

4. Translation into a story
Even though the outcome narrative is taken into account from the start of the
investigation, the step of actually turning findings into a story that can be understood by
the intended audience is still challenging, especially as it involves not only abstracting
from the deep-dive perspective that the fact-checker typically had, but also being able to
communicate clearly the evidence and reasons to believe or discredit a claim.
A fact-check article has two main components: the facts and the process to get to them.
Even though not everyone consuming an article is necessarily interested in the process,
the effort to clearly communicate how a claim was verified can have positive effects on the
media literacy of the readers. Indeed, different newsrooms can have different strategies
such as having a summary and a detailed view of how part of a claim was investigated, and
letting the readers choose; others put the facts at the end so as to force people to at least
scroll through the process; others still have a compressed version of the facts highlighting
the main conclusions.
Naturally, stories do not necessarily have to be text-based, and more and more
alternatives exist to make the storytelling more dynamic and potentially appealing to the
public. This can range from using video or audio based communication, to making a
This project has received funding from the European Union
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textual piece more engaging through the use of images, animations, maps, data
visualisations, scrollytelling, and interactive content. Fact-checkers from the
Dutch-Flemish context have also manifested interest in the types of animations or
visualisations that show the audience how to perform a given step of the investigation, for
example using a search engine with a particular search term and filters, or doing a reverse
image search via a given online tool and interpreting the results.
Another challenge in the communication of a fact-check is how to classify a claim, as many
newsrooms and organisations do not adopt a simple true/false labelling. It can also
include some intermediary classification when, for example, the claim uses a true fact to
sell a narrative that is not sufficiently supported by that single claim.

5. Sharing and reaching an audience
Having a story, the next step is to share it. Naturally, this will include the typical means of
dissemination such as publishing on the media organisation’s website, social media feeds,
newsletters and more. Two main challenges are associated with this step.
First, the format. Depending on the type of story developed, a fact-check is normally
developed for a specific format, more commonly a website. This is usually a simple
procedure but the other platforms where the story is shared might require another step of
work. For example: a Twitter thread might require a condensed or somewhat simplified
version of events split into meaningful blocks, and may refer to either tweets with the
claim, or to sources supporting the fact-check; a TikTok video has to be specifically created
for that platform’s parameters; a YouTube video might be longer and organised differently;
and an Instagram post might be a banner version of the main points. What we learned
from fact-checkers is that they pay attention to this aspect, though common structures
and guidelines are still not in place across newsrooms (the same goes for tools which
either implement guidelines or simply automate social media content production), which
might have to do with lack of academic or user research into the topic that translates into
actionable tips. Another reason for not adapting the main story to different versions is
simply lack of time, which constrains a fact-checker or a newsroom’s ability to prioritise
these issues.
Second, the audience. One tricky aspect of publishing a fact-check is related to
information bubbles. It is a fair assumption that the typical consumers of fact-checks and
debunks are not often the same people who have accepted the original claim. There is
then an inherent gap between who is believing a false narrative and who comes across the
explanation of why something is false. This is a known challenge and one that interests
both academia and media organisations: how can an article be injected into the timelines
This project has received funding from the European Union
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and feeds of more diverse and widespread types of users rather than the archetypal
fact-check consumer?
When understanding the reach of an article, most publication platforms will include view
statistics and other impact metrics useful to reflect on what works or not to reach an
audience. And there are some specialised tools like https://hoaxy.osome.iu.edu/ that can
be used to evaluate the impact and interactions with a fact-check (twitter in this case).

6. Post publication issues
After a fact-check is published, a few more challenges might arise. New information may
surface regarding the investigation prompting the article to be updated to properly reflect
the available knowledge and stay relevant as a source of information. Fact-checkers and
newsrooms might also have to deal with feedback from the audience, whether positive
and constructive, or harassing and disturbing. The investigations themselves might be put
into question and the fact-checkers and newsrooms need to decide on ignoring it,
especially in low-reach reactions, or actually have to spend time addressing these attacks.
The same type of challenge can come from non-ill-intentioned public queries directed at
the story.
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Research method
In this section we delve into the fundamental aspects of disinformation campaigns such as
their strategies, tactics, and outcomes; how to identify emerging disinformation
campaigns; and explore some of the limitations of this type of task.
Online disinformation campaigns
An online disinformation campaign consists of any purposefully fake or manipulative
narrative created by any individual or group whose first goal is to reach a critical mass of
audience allowing it to effect its actual goals - which can range from diverting attention
from other topics to harassing specific individuals and influencing the choices and beliefs
of others - having specific spread tactics that take advantage of the social and
technological amplification flaws in online communication platforms.
The immensity of tactics used for the design and dissemination of a false narrative, as well
as the variety of online spaces where they can spread make the detection troublesome
until a certain level of critical mass of dissemination has been reached. Although we focus
on disinformation as a subset of manipulation, we refer to the The Lifecycle of Media
Manipulation10 in order to better understand the lifecycle of an online narrative, which
identifies five consecutive stages of a manipulation campaign cycle11.

Stage 1: Manipulation campaign planning and origins
10
11

Joan Donovan in The Verification Handbook 3, 2020
https://mediamanipulation.org/methods
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The first stage documents the origins or planning stage of a campaign and is generally
limited to conversations by a small group of operators or campaign participants, who
develop narratives, images, videos, or other material to be spread online as “evidence.” In
effect, Stage 1 details the intended strategies, tactics, and goals of the campaign.
Stage 2: Seeding the campaign across social platforms and web
The second stage documents the tactics and relevant materials used to execute the
campaign. In other words, this stage details the dissemination and propagation of content
relevant to the operation.
Stage 3: Responses by industry, activists, politicians, and journalists
After content has been seeded, the campaign moves on to the third stage, which
documents how actors and organisations outside the campaign (e.g., civil society
organisations, politicians, political parties, mainstream media outlets) react. The third
stage of the operation is usually a turning point indicating whether the campaign was
effective in gaining attention via amplification or if it led to another observable outcome.
Stage 4: Mitigation
The fourth stage of a manipulation campaign documents actions by tech companies,
government, journalists, fact-checkers, or other parts of civil society to mitigate the spread
of a campaign’s content, messaging, and effects.
Stage 5: Adjustments by manipulators to new environment
The fifth stage of a manipulation campaign involves how the operators and campaign
participants adapt according to mitigation efforts described in Stage 4 and the resulting
changes in the information ecosystem.
Detection
These five stages work as a framework for comprehending and analysing disinformation
campaigns, and it should be noted that the discovery of a new emerging campaign will not
happen in this order, although once a new narrative has been identified fact-checkers can
pinpoint which phase the narrative is at and take that into account when deciding how
(and even whether) to debunk it.

Tactics and fact-checker mitigation12 13
Disinformation campaigns can be broken down into 1) strategies: the methods used to
disseminate a false narrative and achieve the initial goals; 2) tactics employed - the
12
13

The Media Manipulation Casebook, v1.4, 2022
Black hat trolling, white hat trolling, and hacking the attention landscape. The Web Conference 2019
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particular actions and fake content produced in service of the overall strategy; 3) network
terrain: the digital platforms used to carry out the campaign; and 4) outcomes: the
resulting consequences of the campaign which might be intentional (goals) or
unintentional. The understanding of the tactics employed is considered the most
important of these steps for the identification of emerging campaigns. In this section we
enumerate several types of tactics that fact-checkers should be able to identify as red-flags
in a possible ongoing disinformation campaign, as well as tools and methods that can
assist in their identification.
Sockpuppetry
Socketpuppetry is the creation and management of social media accounts designed to
appear as authentic individuals, typically using AI generated profile pictures like the ones
from https://this-person-does-not-exist.com/ (TPDNE), with descriptions and biographies
adequate to their images. Many of these algorithms have tell-tale signs such as the eye
position, and an overall good illumination of the face. Websites like
https://www.whichfaceisreal.com allow people to train themselves to be better at
detecting fake profile images. For the particular example of TPDNE, there’s a simple tool –
AmIReal (https://seintpl.github.io/AmIReal/) that uses a known alignment of eyes and
mouth to assist in the detection of fakes. Additionally, reverse image searching profile
pictures might quickly prove if this picture is reused or never seen before, or associated
with other pictures of the same person, which typically would not happen in the case of
fake photos. Fact-checkers should be aware of these methods of camouflaging inauthentic
social media users, and the tools that can be used to mitigate them. Fact-checkers should
look at both the original sources of content as well as users that are
reposting/redistributing it when looking for signs of sockpuppetry.
Impersonation is also a form of sockpuppetry where the alternative profile matches that of
another real person or a member of a social identity group, which can be made more
credible by mimicking their behaviour or creating a falsified online presence. Example of a
viral tweet in Flanders/Netherlands from a fake account impersonating a well-known
Belgian
virologist:
https://www.vrt.be/vrtnws/nl/2022/05/23/check-van-ranst-tweet-rusthuizen/.
Astroturfing
The use of sockpuppet accounts in a coordinated manner in order to create the illusion of
a bottom-up social movement or social outcry.
Bots
Social media accounts that are automated and deployed for deceptive purposes, such as
artificially amplifying a message, to play a trending or recommendation algorithm, or
inflate an account's engagement metrics. These accounts are typically centrally controlled
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or at least in coordination with each other. A bot might also use sockpuppetry techniques
to appear more authentic. There are tools which can assist and explain why a given
account might be a bot, like Botometer (https://botometer.osome.iu.edu) for Twitter.
Other social media might have an equivalent feature that essentially looks at a set of
metrics which can indicate automated or inauthentic behaviour. Fact-checkers should
look for recently created accounts and, if many accounts are seen interacting with a
narrative, if they were created at similar points in time. However, even if an account was
created some time ago, it might still have been hijacked.
Trolling
Trolling is the act of engaging in inflammatory, divisive, or distracting behaviour in an
online community with the goal of provoking readers or viewers into an emotional, often
negative, response (ex. anger, outrage, offence). The trolls then are accounts with
necessarily more discourse awareness than bots and their goal is more targeted at
manipulating the social aspect of online interactions, whereas bots focus more on the
technical manipulation of amplification and recommendation algorithms. Fact-checkers
should look at account histories to see previous trolling behaviour by an account when
evaluating the relevance of a discussion or claim. Providing additional exposure to trolls,
for example, through fact-checks, can sometimes help spread misinformation further14.
For the above tactics related to types of accounts and their interactions it is important to
explore their follower and comment networks - what accounts interact with this account
and this content. These can show how a number of accounts are interacting and also
reveal information bubbles where more disinformation is spreading. The study of these
depends a lot on the online platform in question but those that do not have direct plotting
tools can be analysed through stepped approaches: scraping data either manually or
ideally in an automated way of connections between accounts and then using exploration
and visualisation tools such as Gephi (https://gephi.org - for manual data collection), or
HOAXY (https://hoaxy.osome.iu.edu/ - which performs both automated Twitter data
collection and visualisation though only over a period of 7 days into the past).
Example of a troll army coordinated by a Dutch action group to spread anti-vaccine
disinformation:
https://pointer.kro-ncrv.nl/nederlands-trollenleger-verspreidt-en-coordineert-desinformat
ie-over-vaccin
Advertising
Advertising is a tactic in which campaign operators pay for promotional content often in
the form of paid search results, classified ads, press releases, or celebrity/influencer
14
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endorsements. Examples include banner ads, pop-ups, advertorials, billboards, native
advertising, sponsored content, Google ads, and ads on YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, or
Instagram.
Manipulation through advertising also includes fake news sites that are funded through
advertising revenue. These post content without a specific agenda other than profiting on
attention-driven clicks. A recent exposure on crypto-currency being used to fund fake
content can be found here:
https://www.disinfo.eu/publications/crypto-funding-to-disinform/.
Investigating ads and understanding if there is a target manipulation or merely
profit-driven manipulation are not trivial tasks but tools such as blacklight
(https://themarkup.org/blacklight) or looking for an adds.txt file in that website are
starting points to investigate which ad mediators are allowing fake content to be
published as websites. Additionally, looking at the history of posts on the sites and
platforms where the users are directed to by ads can also tell a larger story of
manipulation or reveal no particular agenda other than clickbaiting.
Cheap Fake
This is the use of conventional editing techniques like speeding, slowing, or cutting
footage or images to create a false impression of an individual or an event. For the case of
identifying manipulated image or video content, the inVID WeVerify Plugin has a number
of useful tools (https://www.invid-project.eu/tools-and-services/invid-verification-plugin).
The following article highlights several examples of cheap fakes disseminated after the
Russian invasion of Ukraine of February 24th:
https://www.vrt.be/vrtnws/nl/2022/02/24/oorlog-op-social-media-opgelet-voor-de-vele-fa
ke-beelden/
Deep Fake
Altering photographs and videos to change the original message, in a way that is difficult
to detect - oftentimes recurring to specialised software or tools. Although creating deep
fakes is already a non-specialized task, they are still less widely used when compared to
the use of Cheap Fakes. In Sockpuppetry (above) we discuss the detection of deep fake
images. Deep fake videos can often be identified by dragged movements in the faces,
imperfect sync between lips and voices, unexpected distortions when faces turn,
unnatural eye movements, and other unexpected movements. There are online tools such
as Deepware (https://scanner.deepware.ai/ - which is free to test) or DuckDuckGoose
(https://www.duckduckgoose.ai/ - commercial) that can do automatic detection of deep
fakes. Example of a fact-check done over a deep fake:
https://www.knack.be/factcheck/factcheck-nee-nieuw-zeelandse-premier-rookt-geen-cra
ck-deepfakevideo/
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Cloaked science
The use of scientific jargon and community norms to cloak or hide a political, ideological,
or financial agenda within the appearance of legitimate scientific research. This may
include the use of technical language, difficult-to-understand graphs and charts (like using
complicated graphs to convince readers of a “global cooling”15), or seemingly scientific
data presented as empirical evidence to lend credibility to the claims being made. Cloaked
science may be seeded onto public preprint servers, in data repositories, journals, or
publications with lax review standards, through press releases, or by baiting journalists
who may not be able to scrutinise the claims thoroughly - a now deleted article16 claimed
to link 5G and covid-19, an example fact-check of this narrative can be found here:
https://factcheck.vlaanderen/factcheck/geen-wetenschappelijk-bewijs-voor-verband-5g-c
oronavirus.
Seeing highly technical information being used to advance a narrative should prompt
investigators to look more into it and possibly contacting experts to assist with dissecting
the content.
Copypasta
A portmanteau of “copy”, “paste” and “pasta”, copypasta refers to any block of text that is
repeatedly reposted, often on social media, messaging apps, online discussion forums,
and comments sections. Both full duplicate posts as well as partially copied pieces of text
should represent a red flag. This can be a method for spreading content widely among
sock puppets or real users and is often used for keyword spamming.
A recent copypasta fact-check about the French election ballots can be found here:
https://factcheck.vlaanderen/factcheck/frankrijk-stembiljetten-scheurtje-geen-ongeldigestemmen-le-pen
Conspiracy Seeding
Spreading “breadcrumbs” on social media and anonymous forums to nudge participants
towards conspiracist thinking. Although not easy to discern, the observation of these
breadcrumbs which typically can be connected together can help identify more accounts
associated with a campaign. A recent example is this article of a Dutch alternative news
site:
https://www.blckbx.tv/gezondheid/australische-ics-stromen-vol-met-babys-zonder-immu
niteit. There is no direct mention of vaccines in the article, but it is designed that way so
readers automatically make this link, which can be seen in reactions on Telegram.
Hijacked accounts
15
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The unauthorised use of an individual’s account, typically accessed through stolen
credentials or hacking. Hijacked accounts can refer to email accounts, social media
profiles, messaging apps, or any other account associated with a digital service or product.
This typically happens after leaked account information has been made available online,
especially for users who reuse email/password combinations across different services (if
the investigator gets hold of emails associated with accounts, looking into services like
https://haveibeenpwned.com or https://intelx.io can help validate this hypothesis). Other
types of account hacking methods can also lead to hijacking accounts. The red flags
include a change in patterns of use and of texting, perhaps even using different languages.
Sometimes the original owner might also regain control of the account and explain they
were victims of a hijack. The Internet Archive can also be used to look at historic versions
of a Twitter profile and see if their posting habits or topics of interest have changed
significantly. Example that captures the impact of hijacked accounts and how they can be
used in combination with other techniques such as cheap fakes:
https://www.knack.be/nieuws/wereld/europa/russen-misbruiken-beelden-van-oekraiens
e-volksjustitie.
Keyword squatting
The strategic domination of unique or under-used keywords on a social media platform or
search engine that will return search results and content in favour of the campaign
operators’ goals. Typically achieved by associating a keyword or search term, especially
one that becomes suddenly popular in the wake of a crisis event, with disinformation or
propaganda.
Hashtag spamming
Another technique intended to produce the same effect as keyword squatting, but where a
large number of hashtags are used together and across multiple posts in order to
manipulate their representativeness, closeness, and influence search engines and feed
recommendations.
Memes
Memes, a term coined by Richard Dawkins in The Selfish Gene, are “units of culture” that
spread and evolve through the public discourse. Internet memes may take the form of any
easily shared or repeated piece of media, including images, catchphrases, video clips,
songs, etc. and are often (though not always) intended to be humorous. As a meme
spreads across various digital platforms and online communities, it is often “remixed,” or
altered slightly by users other than the creator. Therefore, any meme may have
innumerable iterations, and is typically understood as “the collective property of the
culture”, rather than belonging to any single user, group, or website. When memes are
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manipulated for purposes of political persuasion or community building, they are said to
be weapons in a “meme war” or “memetic warfare”.
Recontextualized media
Media (image, video, audio) that has been taken out of its original context and reframed
for an entirely different purpose or narrative frame. Fact-checkers should make use of
reverse image search techniques that can be effective in uncovering this type of tactic.
Example of four different reappropriations of content to advance narratives about Dutch
farmers protests:
https://nieuwscheckers.nl/deze-virale-beelden-over-de-boerenprotesten-kloppen-niet/
Source Hacking or Journobaiting
Planting false claims or posing as legitimate sources to dupe mainstream media,
especially in the wake of a crisis event. Fake fact-checks can also be employed in an
attempt to use their typical credibility to advance false narratives. Here’s an example of
precisely fake fact-checks being pushed by Russia in regards to their most recent invasion
of Ukraine:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/education/2022/03/17/russias-fake-fact-checking-ukrai
ne-videos/
Swarming
When loosely organised online groups come together for specific objectives or campaigns.
4chan’s /pol/ discussion board, mostly due to the anonymous nature of the platform, has
been the breeding ground for coordinate harassment and political propaganda
campaigns17. The same type of behaviour, though not directed at media manipulation, but
still under political events being affected by online swarm coordination has been seen on
TikTok18.

Recognising Campaigns
The fundamental challenge this section addresses is:
Given a misinforming social media post, how can we evaluate whether it is part of an
influence campaign?
To answer this question, we identify a set of steps designed to better contextualise this
post as part of a larger effort and infer if there is enough evidence pointing to a
disinformation campaign or not. On top of the theoretical steps presented below, we
17
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advise readers to read through real-world examples of campaign detection and study such
as the ones available in Graphika reports (https://www.graphika.com/reports), the
Stanford Internet Observatory reports (https://cyber.fsi.stanford.edu/io/publications), and
the Media Manipulation case studies (https://mediamanipulation.org/case-studies).
Step 1 - Extract and investigate from available post metadata
When available, the following information should be gathered and explored further to find
indicators of other similar content produced, always keeping the tactics discussed in
Tactics and fact-checker mitigation in mind:
● Who posted it?
a. Does the account show any signs of account hijacking, recent bot
registration or deepfake profile images? What patterns of activity do they
show? Are these stable or concentrated around the original post?
b. Can other social media profiles for the same user/entity be found? Do they
post similar content, at similar frequencies?
● Who interacted with the content?
a. Depending on the platform where the content is posted, one can further
look at other accounts interacting with the post and perform similar
mappings as is done for the original post.
b. For example, Twitter influence campaigns frequently involve retweeting or
quote tweeting content. Looking at the users who have retweeted a piece of
content can be helpful in discovering signs of coordinated campaigns.
Duplicated accounts or inauthentic account details can be a sign that the
content is also inauthentic.
● When was it posted?
a. Knowing the timeline of posting is important during the whole process,
especially when coming across new content to check if they share the same
time window as the posts of concern.
b. If the user posted similar content repeatedly, when did it begin? When did it
stop?
● Why was it posted
a. Can this content be associated with a known agenda? If so, are there offline
or online groups that are directly benefiting from the spread of this fake
narrative? What other narratives could they benefit from?
Answering the above questions and mapping new posts and accounts may already yield
an indication of a campaign, in any case Step 2 below will complement the current
understanding and either confirm or negate the campaign hypothesis.
Step 2 - Expand the search for similar content from the post
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Extract as much relevant information as possible from the post and its media content with
the goal of using those data points to uncover similar posts online, these include:
● Direct search terms - terms extracted directly from the content. Misspellings can be
especially useful.
● Indirect search terms - synonyms, similar jargon that should point to similar
content
● Hashtags or other type of filtering tags
● URLs or websites - these can be alternative media containing other relevant articles
or point to pages of interest where more metadata (see Step 1) and search terms
can be extracted from
● Images or videos - which can be used in reverse image searches
Using the above information to uncover more posts, accounts, channels, and more with
similar content, and keeping in mind the timeline of the results, a fact-checker should be
able to understand whether the post or content is self-contained or is one of many.
The strategies to go from the above search data points into new posts should involve
searching across multiple search engines and social media platforms.
From these data points, signs of an influence campaign can include the following aspects:
if the user account shows signs of inauthentic behaviour such as a deepfake profile image,
if many users with similar account details can be found, if there are clusters of activity
around specific topics or keywords at specific times, and/or if the same or very similar
content is repeatedly posted or when the same users are repeatedly mentioned. However,
researchers must remember that influence campaigns vary greatly, and not all influence
campaigns are bot networks.
Step 3 - Map relevant results and (optionally) perform network analysis
If there is evidence to validate the hypothesis of a disinformation campaign, this evidence
should be organised into accounts, search data points, channels, and narratives that
others could look into and reach the same conclusions, ideally associating uncovered
posts and media with known tactics from Tactics and fact-checker mitigation.
One further step is to use some of the above mentioned tools for data collection and
visualisation and map interaction between the accounts interacting with the posts. This
task will depend greatly on the social media platforms studied. The emphasis of this
analysis should be mapping the reach of the given posts and narratives across the
network, typically achieved via reactions to the content (likes, reactions, votes, shares,
retweets, … depending on the platform). Having information of who interacts and shares
with relevant posts should yield an idea of how far-reaching the content is and if there are
specific accounts that display abnormal interaction behaviour. This approach can also be
useful for identifying "amplifiers" of misinformation.
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Final considerations

Limitations
The first and most affecting limitation of investigating emerging disinformation campaigns
both from an explorative viewpoint and from a network analysis perspective is that many
of the online platforms relevant for that study employ rate limiting and even block any
attempt to automate the collection of large amounts of data. This means that tools or
attempts to collect massive amounts of data collection are not straightforward and more
importantly not scalable, creating blindspots for investigators - with Facebook and TikTok
as two examples of platforms limiting the data collection. Additionally, the impact of these
limitations means that investigations into disinformation campaigns must also rely on
fact-checkers who immerse themselves into an information bubble while trying to
understand it from within which can lead to an over-representation of parts of the
narrative.
Metadata information on media content can also be an important source of investigation,
but in reality most platforms like Twitter, Facebook, or TikTok delete these metadata when
uploading content. However, there are still some platforms like Telegram where tools like
EXIF Data Viewer (https://exifdata.com) or alternatives can be used to learn more about
the origins and footprints left in images, videos and other media. A recent case was a video
from pro-russian separatists claiming information about events more recent than the
video creation date (taken from the metadata)19. Metadata can prove quite valuable in
uncovering campaigns as it can be used to associate different pieces of media to a given
provenance, although it stays short of being a silver bullet since it can be tampered with.
The fact-checker needs to also consider the purpose of the investigation, since some
impactful goals are not always within reach. For instance, it can prove very difficult to
attribute the responsibility of a false narrative to a person or organisation, not only
because the patient zero problem in itself is hard to solve, but also because most agents
take privacy measures to protect their identities and thus possible motivations too. Again,
even when a set of accounts that are involved in a manipulation attempt is identified, it
might also be impossible to ascertain whether these are one coordinated organisation or
agency or simply an organic group of people. There might even be cases where a
coordinated action seems to be taking place through automated activity and in reality this
corresponds to an organic interaction between accounts. An example of this is the “trump
trains”20 effect where a large number of conservative users employed a copypasta tactic in
what was an organic coordination.
19
20
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Fact-checker needs
Looking back into the feedback from fact-checkers from Fact-checking user research, we
see that the identification of emerging disinformation campaigns is not necessarily the
most pressing task for most disinformation countering efforts. It is possible to map
organised networks that fail to achieve any impact, or even to generate the initially desired
goals by their orchestrators, meaning their relevance for fact-checkers is limited insofar as
no fact-check need actually be written about them, considering other false and
manipulative information spreading online, the same holds for dormant networks21.
Fact-checkers report that the focus of their work should be directed to debunking
impactful claims - in opposition to finding mapping out its spread - a choice made due to
the relative complexity of each task (debunking and mapping) and its impact on the public
discourse over a narrative, that is why some report to only look for claims in mainstream
social media where their impact is expected to be larger and more worthy of the time
required to do a fact-check.
Finally, it’s worth mentioning the efforts from online platforms like Twitter to perform and
disclose analysis and data on what they call “information operations” on their platform.
These are useful examples to learn more and remain aware of evolving disinformation
techniques,
see:
https://transparency.twitter.com/en/reports/information-operations.html.
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Tools development
In this section, we translate learnings about fact-checker needs and other learnings into
tool ideas, identify potential integration partners, and discuss a development strategy.
TEXT is an AI and Natural Language Processing (NLP) tooling company and part of the
BENEDMO hub. Their contribution for tool development is centred around the
development and maintenance of infrastructure and the creation of backend APIs which
expose AI and NLP logic. The development work for the proposed tools in this document
will be managed by BELL and some of the ideas will work as a joint effort of BELL and
TEXT, as specified under each tool idea “owners” section.
Each tool will be developed using Agile principles wherein priority is given to a minimum
viable product over which feedback can be collected from fact-checkers and then
incremental feature changes will be developed within that feedback loop.
Integrations
Some of the tools we envision can exist as standalone technologies, but can also be
integrated into other services that are used by fact-checkers. This way, the newly built
tools and processes can be used by a larger number of people and have a larger impact.

TrulyMedia platform
TrulyMedia22 platform is an official platform managed by EDMO. It provides a number of
tools for web monitoring and content analyses. Within the context of tool development for
the EDMO hubs, one stakeholder - TrulyMedia - is an official platform with which hubs
should try to integrate their tools assuming these fall under TrulyMedia’s feature logic. As it
has been discussed during early-on meetings with other hubs and TrulyMedia, these
integrations are on a case-by-case basis and there is no official integration guideline or
API. As a consequence, some uncertainty remains as to the ease of integration and time
availability from the TrulyMedia team. We will strive to establish a communication channel
for each of the developed tools that can be integrated with them as soon as a viable
working version is available.

InVID Verification plugin
The InVID Verification plugin23 was developed as a part of two past EU projects (InVid and
WeVerify). It provides a toolbox of various fact-checking tools for content verification. The
primary focus is on image and video forensics, along with some social media mining
22
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capabilities. It is currently used by more than 70000 users. We will take a similar approach
when a new developed tool is ready to be showcased and discussed with the InVid team,
as with TrulyMedia, and there might be cases where developed tools fall into the scope of
both services.
Tool proposals
Starting from the user research and further conversations with partners and stakeholders
we present a list of tool ideas that we propose to build. As some technical challenges may
come up during the development phase which make the implementation of a particular
idea unfeasible or even feasible but not maintainable in the long run, we decided to
diversify the proposed tool ideas in terms of their magnitude and topics, and rather
present tools which can be developed and tested faster, and even adapted to
fact-checker’s feedback as we move along. Also, these remain as preliminary tool ideas
which can grow and adapt according to feedback received along the remaining time of the
project.
For each tool idea we will indicate which part of the fact-checking workflow it connects to,
indicate which ones are likely to have direct collaboration with TEXT, and which ones we
believe to be good candidates for integration with inVid or TrulyMedia - a to be decided
note (TBD) will signal cases where part of the tool logic might be integrated with at least
one of the services, but where confirmation is not yet possible. We also include an effort
estimation that is based on 12 weekly working hours for one person, naturally this value
can change if the number of weekly hours is higher or more than one developer is
involved.
Below is the list of starting ideas, in the preliminary order in which they are to be
developed. This should reflect their impact and ease of implementation, noting that some
have dependencies from partners and might stay on hold while others are advanced.

Browser plugin to search for Dutch/Flemish fact-checks
Type:
Owners:
Integrations:
Workflow steps:
Effort estimation:

Browser plugin + backend
BELL + TEXT
None
1, 2
2 months

Given a highlighted piece of text, the user can click the extension which will search through
a database of Dutch/Flemish database for semantically relevant fact-checks and display
them to the user. The goal is to easily look for an already existing fact-check whether that
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happens during claim discovery or claim newsworthiness evaluation phases. BELL will
focus on the development of the plugin and integration with the backend, while TEXT will
focus on the collection of the fact-checks.

Web fact-checking templates automation
Type:
Owners:
Integrations:
Workflow steps:
Effort estimation:

Web interface + backend
BELL
TBD
4, 5
4 months

This web interface has two main flows:
1. Given the link of an online claim that has been debunked, this tool will
automatically:
a. Archive the link in at least one public webarchive
b. Take screenshots of the webpage
c. Generate possible banners for a fact-checking article like the claim with a
“Fake” stamp
d. Generate a template fact-check with a simple but coherent structure fact-checkers can use it as a starting point
2. Given the link of a complete fact-check, this tool will automatically:
a. Generate a Twitter thread, if possible without comprehension loss, or a
Twitter thread template with a coherent structure
b. Generate an audio and a video version of the fact-check which can be
shared on podcast and video platforms

Archiving API and UI
Type:
Owners:
Integrations:
Workflow steps:
Effort estimation:

Web interface + backend + browser extension
BELL + TEXT
TrulyMedia, InVid
4, 5
3 months

This tool would work as an aider for researchers to quickly archive online content while
doing research. As online content can be quickly removed, this tool would use already
existing open-source projects and libraries to archive online content (with a focus on
media such as video, images, and audio) along with screenshots of pages that
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fact-checkers submit. It would consist of a shared database among registered
fact-checkers and it would allow them to share archived content amongst themselves and
also to link to public facing versions of this content, should that assist their storytelling
and future proofness of a story that links to deleted content. This tool could be integrated
into Web fact-checking templates automation, and potentially with TrulyMedia and the
InVid Plugin. Maintenance of the database and support for the infrastructure would be
coordinated with TEXT.

Web searchable Dutch-Flemish TV and media transcripts
Type:
Owners:
Integrations:
Workflow steps:
Effort estimation:

Web interface + backend
BELL + TEXT
TBD
1, 2
2 months

Consuming the transcripts from television and possibly other Dutch/Flemish media into a
database that is queryable and allows a fact-checker to search a piece of news or a topic
and see its evolution over time, this can be used to identify trending topics or narratives
and also for deciding on the priority of fact-checking one claim over another. A similar
open-source project can be used as inspiration24. Preliminary investigations show that
gathering transcripts might not be a straightforward task nor a low-maintenance one,
further tests will be done to decide whether this tool is feasible for long-term
maintenance.
1. [Textgain] Searchable Dutch TV/media transcriptions (OS project that does this for
the US: https://tvnews.stanford.edu/ ) and could help with different parts of the
flow, also see https://www.888zoeker.nl/

Tool to uncover semantically similar slur/jargon
Type:
Owners:
Integrations:
Workflow steps:
Effort estimation:

Web interface or browser plugin + backend
BELL + TEXT
TrulyMedia, TBD
2, 3, 4
2 months

Given a corpus of contextually similar texts plus a starting word particular to that context,
this tool should be able to uncover other terms consisting of slur words or jargon. The goal
is to enable a fact-checker to quickly understand what terms and jargon are relevant to a
24
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new context they have to look into. This tool can be used at different stages of the
fact-checking process as it should work to learn more about the context of a new claim,
but also about how to dissect the language used in a checked claim. BELL will focus on the
interface and TEXT in providing the NLP API backend for the semantic comparison,
although both can assist in either tasks as needed.

Pipeline to process incoming claim suggestions
Type:
Owners:
Integrations:
Workflow steps:
Effort estimation:

Self-deployed web interface + backend
BELL
None
1, 2
3 months

The goal of this tool is to allow each newsroom to have a single pipeline of potential claims
to check, not as a mandatory guide into claims to pursue, but as a central repository of
claims from which the fact-checkers and newsrooms can cherry pick. The idea underneath
is to combine the several sources through which a claim can reach the newsroom and
unify them in a single place, applying grouping to similar claims. The sources that would
feed into the tool would have to be configured for each newsroom, but they could include:
social media mentions (for example Twitter @mentions) of a fact-checker or media entity,
looking for specific Twitter #hashtags, email inboxes, website submissions, and other
sources that can be added as needed. This tool would have to be self-deployed by each
organisation since it requires a custom configuration for each of them.
The DeCheckers25 platform is a good starting point for this idea and it will be reviewed and
used as a discussion point before the development of further features start.

25

https://decheckers.be/factcheck-suggereren
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Conclusion
In this document, we standardised a number of learnings gathered from doing user
research with BENEDMO associated fact-checkers where we looked into their daily
challenges, needs, and varying types of approaches with the goal of understanding where
feasible tooling solutions could positively impact their work. We learned that fact-checkers
demonstrate a high level of technological adoption but also that the study and adoption of
new tools is only carried out when the level of certainty on the added value and ease of
use of the new tools are evident for fact-checkers. We proposed a number of tool solutions
that we are aiming to build over the coming months, some of which should be integrated
into TrulyMedia and the INVID platforms.
Additionally, we also identified different levels of methodological know-how, of
backgrounds, and of interests in Open Source Research topics. To that end, we described
typical disinformation tactics, with examples and references to existing tools and
methodologies to investigate them, and wrote a step by step guide on how to investigate
an online post or piece of content to understand if it is part of a larger disinformation
campaign or not. The online information landscape is ever-evolving and that represents
both a need to keep improving current practices and methodologies, as well as constantly
understanding how fact-checkers’ needs evolve when new tools are to be built.
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